Solidarity with the refugee protest in Israel
Demonstration on 19/1/2014 14:00, from Hermannplatz to Oranienplatz
With deep respect we have been following the impressive uprising of refugees in Israel demanding their
freedom. After a range of unprecedented policy changes towards African asylum seekers and refugees, the
refugees have been mobilizing themselves by tens of thousands and created days of actions including a
protest march, general strikes and mass demonstrations throughout the whole country.
About 50,000 African asylum seekers and refugees live in Israel. They have fled persecution, forced military
conscription, dictatorship, civil wars and genocide. The government refuses to process their asylum cases
and instead is treating them as criminals and imprisoning them in detention centers without a trial.
They demand the Government of Israel to:
1. Cancel the new amendment to the Prevention of Infiltration Law; stop all arrests; and release all asylum
seekers and refugees from prisons.
2. Start respecting the rights of refugees, including social rights, health and welfare benefits.
3. Check individual asylum claims in a fair and transparent way.
We, selforganized refugee activists and supporters, who have been resisting against colonial injustice, the
isolation forced on us by the German state through camps and detention centers and the constant threat of
deportation, who are struggeling for freedom and dignity, stand in solidarity with them and all of their
demands. To show our unity we call to join our demonstration!
This is one of many actions! The next is a manifestation on the 22nd
January 14.00 o clock in front of the Israeli embassy:
Auguste-Viktoria-StraÃŸe 74, 14193 Berlin, Germany.
UNITED FOR FREEDOM!!!!
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